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Purpose
This document is a guide for TiE chapters completing due diligence with intent to invest in a startup company. Following the steps outlined below ensures the due diligence team gains an in-depth understanding of the target company. The outcome of this process is a comprehensive report used by TiE charter members to make investment decisions. Please direct questions or requests for guidance to the local TiE Angels Chair and Program Manager (first) or the TiE Global Angels Alliance Program Manager (second).

Scope
Due Diligence SOP covers the due diligence process for a single TiE chapter. Steps to completing due diligence include:
- Forming diligence team
- Delegating tasks and responsibilities
- Minimum and recommended components
- Target diligence timeline
- Completing and disseminating diligence report

Company screening should be completed prior to beginning the due diligence process and is not included in this SOP.

Prerequisites
An active and critical screening process (see Company Screening SOP) clearly defines criteria that weed out unacceptable deals and only presents the best possible investment opportunities to TiE investors. Even at this stage, few companies will garner sufficient interest to proceed with due diligence and possibly receive investment. For a company to advance to due diligence, it must satisfy the following:

Eligibility
- Successfully pass prescreening and screening process
- Present at regular TiE chapter investor meeting
  - Presentation at chapter meeting may be unnecessary if sufficient investor interest is obtained through other means, such as email communication to TiE Chapter charter members

Documentation
- Pitch deck
- Executive summary
- 3- or 5-year pro forma

Responsibilities
Three main roles are defined for due diligence: CEO of target company, diligence team lead, and TiE Angel Chair or Program Manager. Others, such as additional team members and legal counsel, will be involved as necessary to complete due diligence. Responsibilities outlined below are minimum required for each role.
Target company CEO (CEO)
- Work with diligence team to set meetings
- Provide requested documentation and references promptly
- Connect diligence team with customers and relevant industry experts

Diligence team lead (Lead)
- Schedule initial diligence team meeting and check-in meetings as necessary
- Delegate diligence tasks to team members
- Maintain diligence timeline
- Communicate updates with diligence team and Facilitator
- Compile and finalize diligence report
- Make final investment recommendation

TiE Angel Chair or Program Manager (Facilitator)
- Inform CEO of intent to perform due diligence
- Connect CEO with Lead and diligence team members
- Assist Lead in setting up and running diligence team meetings
- Assist diligence process when requested by Lead
- Edit diligence report for clarity and missing pieces
- Notify chapter charter members of completed diligence and distribute report to any interested investor

Process
Due diligence is an independent analysis of a company’s viability, both economically and as an investment opportunity. Diligence may be time-consuming if the company or its customers operate in a complex ecosystem. The steps outlined below are intended to streamline the diligence process as much as possible. Efficient completion of due diligence is in the best interest of both investors and entrepreneurs: it allows investors to make faster decisions and entrepreneurs to return to running their companies.

Note: Participation in due diligence implies intent to invest. Those charter members making up the diligence team are reasonably expected to follow through with an investment if diligence returns a positive investment outlook. Any charter member may withdraw his or her intent to invest if s/he believes the diligence outlook to be unfavorable or disagrees with the team’s ultimate investment thesis.

Diligence team formation
- Prior to team formation, the TiE Angel Chair or Program Manager must determine which (if any) of the chapter members are interested in the company as a possible investment. This usually occurs at the regular investor meeting following a company’s pitch. Alternatively, email notification about investment potential may be circulating among chapter members to gauge interest and recruit investors.
- During voting at the investor meeting or following email notification, a charter member volunteers (or is chosen) to lead the diligence effort (see Lead role in Responsibilities section for detail).
Delegation of diligence responsibilities

- Once the team members are identified, Lead schedules the first meeting to assign roles and responsibilities. Lead may request assistance from Facilitator for meeting scheduling.
- During the first meeting, Lead is responsible (at a minimum) for the following:
  - Request volunteers for different diligence components (see below for detailed breakdown of component list). If sections remain, Lead assigns those sections based on team member skills or takes responsibility for those sections. Facilitator may also be called upon to fill any vacant roles.
  - Schedule regular update meetings (preferably weekly) to ensure consistent progress is made and potential concerns are promptly addressed
  - Assemble list of additional documentation to be requested from company
  - Set deadline for draft of fully assembled diligence report. Goal for this deadline is 4 weeks from company presentation. This may be extended to 6 weeks if the company or industry is technically or legally complex.

Diligence research

- Team members are responsible for completing assigned diligence sections by the agreed-upon deadline.
- Update meetings should be used to ensure diligence team members are progressing with their assigned sections. Lead must be proactive in identifying road blocks for team members completing the necessary diligence. Lead may request assistance from Facilitator to make customer introductions, perform industry research, analyze financial data, or any other aspect of the diligence process.
- Team members may use documents and resources supplied by company as starting points for research but should not rely on these as primary sources. Members should also make concerted efforts to obtain independent opinions on state of industry and viability of business model and product.

Assembling diligence report

- Diligence Lead collects written reports from each team member. Lead and Facilitator review individual components for completeness and notify relevant diligence team members of missing information.
- Lead assembles individual reports into final document. Lead adds final investment thesis (approve, disapprove, or wait) so other investors can make informed investment decision. Facilitator assists in editing for grammatical errors and flow.

Dissemination to TiE chapter members

- At next regular investor meeting, Lead presents a brief (5 minute) report on diligence outcome and investment recommendation.
  - If next investor meeting occurs after fundraising close date for target company, Facilitator or Lead should email a brief summary of diligence report and investment recommendation to chapter charter members. Do not include full diligence report in mass email.
- Charter members (not on diligence team) that want to invest following the Lead’s summary should contact Lead or Facilitator with their intent to invest or request to review full diligence
report. Only those charter members explicitly requesting report should receive it – this helps prevent broad distribution of sensitive and confidential company information.
  - Charter members should be given no more than 2 weeks to review diligence material and commit to investing.

**Term sheet negotiation and signing**

- Once all investors have committed and indicated desired investment amounts, Lead works with Facilitator and CEO to negotiate final term sheet.
- Investors review and sign finalized term sheet. Lead’s responsibility is to obtain favorable terms for investors without unnecessarily penalizing company.
  - Investors may choose to negotiate separate terms with target company but this is not recommended as it is generally unhelpful and results in unnecessary delays. If investors are unsatisfied with deal terms as negotiated, they should first approach Lead to understand how negotiations led to those terms.
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